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ABSTRACT 

 

Background and Aims: The cecal intubation rate (CIR) is a widely accepted key performance 

indicator (KPI) in colonoscopy but lacks a universal calculation method.  We aimed to assess whether 

differences in CIR calculation methods could impact on perceived trainee outcomes. 

 

Methods: A systematic review of CIR calculation methods was conducted on major societal 

guidelines (United Kingdom, European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy [ESGE] and American 

Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy [ASGE]) and trainee-inclusive studies.  Trainees awarded 

colonoscopy certification between June 2011 and 2016 were identified from the United Kingdom e-

portfolio and selected as a validation cohort.  For each trainee, both the crude and unassisted CIR 

were calculated over 50 post-certification procedures using definitions from the 3 international 

guidelines.  The resulting CIRs, and the proportions of endoscopists failing to meet the minimum 

standard of CIR ≥90%, were then compared across these definitions. 

 

Results: Across the 3 guidelines and 37 eligible studies identified, differences in CIR calculation 

methodology were demonstrated.  These related to adjustment criteria (18 studies), and whether 

unassisted CIR was stipulated (18 studies).  In the validation cohort of 733 trainees (36,650 

procedures), the median crude CIR ranged from 96% (ESGE) to 98% (ASGE) [p<0.001], and whether 

unassisted CIR was specified (ESGE: 94%, ASGE: 96%, P<0.001).  The proportion of trainees failing to 

achieve CIR ≥90% varied significantly across the different definitions, from 4.9% in the crude ASGE 

definition, to 18.6% in the unassisted ESGE definition (p<0.001).  

 

Conclusions: CIR calculation methods vary between guidelines and research studies, which impact 

on trainee performance measures. With CIR used as an example, this study highlights the need for 

standardized definitions and calculations of KPIs in endoscopy. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Colonoscopy is the criterion standard modality for investigating the lower GI tract.  The ability to 

complete the examination and visualise all segments of the colon is a fundamental requirement of 

diagnostic colonoscopy.  Failure to achieve completion can lead to missed pathology, additional 

investigations and delays in diagnoses, to the detriment of the patient and service provider.  The 

cecal intubation rate (CIR) is an established key performance indicator (KPI), which measures an 

endoscopist’s ability to achieve colonoscopy completion.  CIR improves with training,
1,2

 positively 

correlates with adenoma detection rate,
3
 and inversely correlates with rates of postcolonoscopy 

colorectal cancer.
4
  Consequently, the CIR features ubiquitously within international quality 

standards for colonoscopy and is monitored within endoscopy units.   
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Despite the plethora of research devoted to colonoscopy quality and performance metrics, there 

remains a lack of clarity on the precise definitions and calculation methods for KPIs such as CIR.  KPI 

calculations are dependent on a number of variables (Figure 1), including (1) numerator, (2) 

denominator, (3) exclusion criteria, (4) the study window, ie, time period or number of procedures 

over which the KPI may be measured, (5) modifiers, eg, unassisted completion, and where 

applicable, (6) summary statistic, eg, averages presented either as mean, median or pooled rate 

(Supplementary Table 1).  Worldwide, KPI calculations vary between guidelines.  In addition, 

renewed attention to colonoscopy quality assurance has led to modern-day dependence on 

endoscopy reporting systems (ERS) to automate the processing of unit-level procedural data and KPI 

outputs.
5-7

  Despite efforts to standardise electronic data collection,
8
 the heterogenous nature of 

ERS platforms may also lead to variations in KPI calculation methodology.  Clearly defined and 

accurate measurements of colonoscopy KPIs are therefore required to ensure consistency of KPI 

outcome reporting. 

 

Within the realm of colonoscopy training, CIR is used as a performance metric to monitor a trainee’s 

progress and inform decisions on certification/credentialing, which enables trainees to practice 

independently.
1,2,9

  Calculations which overestimate CIR may enable trainees to begin service 

provision before developing full competence, whereas underestimation may unfairly penalise 

trainees, stifle progression toward certification and reduce the availability of endoscopists to provide 

service.  Thus, ensuring the validity of CIR calculations in the training cohort is paramount.   

 

This study had the following aims and objectives: 

1) Compare CIR calculation methodology between international guidelines. 

2) Perform a systematic review to assess for heterogeneity in CIR calculation methodology within 

the colonoscopy training literature.  

3) Assess whether differences in CIR calculation methods could affect endoscopist performance 

measures. 

 

 

METHODS 

 

Study Design 

 

This study consisted of 2 components: (1) a systematic review of CIR calculation methods relevant to 

trainee endoscopists, and (2) application of CIR calculations to a United Kingdom (UK) training 

cohort using the national training e-portfolio, in order to evaluate the impact of different CIR 

calculations on trainee outcomes.   

 

 

Systematic Review 
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A systematic review of CIR calculation methods within the training literature was performed in 

accordance with PRISMA recommendations.
10

  The literature search was conducted on EMBASE, and 

PubMed using a combination of the following terms: “Cecal /cecal intubation rate,” MESH heading 

“colonoscopy” AND “train* OR fellow.”  Studies were eligible if any trainees/fellows were included 

within the cohort.  Exclusion criteria comprised the following: non-English main text, meta-analyses, 

non-human studies, or where CIR was not a study outcome.  Full-text assessments were performed 

in order to determine the method of CIR calculation.   

 

Data were systematically extracted (by 2 independent authors: K.S. and V.R.) into the following 

fields: 

 

a) Author 

b) Year of publication 

c) Study design 

d) Verification of cecal intubation, ie, self-reported (based on electronic records documenting 

visualization of landmarks), direct observation, or review of photodocumentation. 

e) Exclusions 

f) Unassisted CIR (specification of physically unassisted/independent cecal intubation) 

g) Study window, ie, whether CIR was studied by blocks of procedures or provided across an 

entire study period. 

h) Summary statistic 

 

 

Trainee Validation Cohort 

 

We assessed the impact of CIR calculations on competency determination by performing a validation 

study on a national UK-wide cohort of colonoscopy trainees.  The Joint Advisory Group on 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (JAG) is the advisory body tasked with quality assuring endoscopy 

training and service within the UK
11

  JAG colonoscopy certification is required for independent 

practice and is awarded in 2 stages: provisional and full, the criteria for which have been previously 

described, but include CIR as a marker of competence.
2
  Provisional colonoscopy certification (PCC) 

enables endoscopists to perform diagnostic colonoscopy without immediate supervision.  This study 

was a post hoc analysis of the PCC dataset,
2
 which involved a national trainee-maintained database 

of endoscopy procedures:  the JAG Endoscopy Training System (JETS) e-portfolio,
12

 a web-based 

platform for the recording and verification of endoscopy experience and for awarding certification.  

Colonoscopy procedures of trainees who were awarded certification between 2011 and 2016 were 

identified; trainee entries in the 50 procedures after certification were selected as this corresponds 

to the period of potentially newly independent endoscopy practice, where practitioners remain 

under a period of performance monitoring until full certification is granted.  For each procedure, 

variables collected within the e-portfolio were extracted, including: procedure extent, quality of 

bowel preparation (using the modified Aronchick scale),
13

 emergency versus nonemergency cases, 

need for physical assistance during intubation, diagnoses, and reasons for failed completion.  

Physical assistance was defined as the need for another endoscopist to take-over the endoscope at 
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any point of insertion to the cecum.  In line with the Aronchick scale, poor/inadequate bowel 

preparation was defined as <90% mucosa seen with a mixture of semisolid and solid stool that could 

not be suctioned or washed.  Colonoscopy cases were based on unselected cases; however, this 

newly certified cohort were exempt from performing Bowel Cancer Screening procedures and 

complex therapeutic colonoscopy. 

 

 

Outcomes 

 

The primary outcome studied was the CIR as defined by each of the guidelines of interest, ie, crude 

CIR.  As the intention of CIR is to depict an endoscopist’s technical skills, the unassisted CIR was also 

presented.  Within the validation cohort, CIR was studied as a continuous variable over 50 

consecutive post-certification procedures; the crude CIR was inferred from the overall procedural 

extent, and unassisted CIR from the most proximal trainee-specific extent.  Procedures that required 

physical assistance from another endoscopist to achieve cecal intubation were therefore included in 

the crude CIR calculation, but not for unassisted CIR.   

 

The secondary outcome was the percentage of trainees who surpassed minimum competency 

standards based on each CIR calculation, using the previously presented outcome of drop in 

performance (DIP),
2
 defined as CIR <90% over the first 50 procedures post-certification.  DIP rates 

were presented for both crude and unassisted CIR. 

 

 

Statistical Analyses 

 

Initially, the CIR was calculated for each trainee using each of the international guidelines identified.  

The average CIRs were then compared across the guidelines using the Friedman test, as the data 

followed a skewed distribution, which was followed by pairwise post-hoc comparisons when the 

overall effect was significant. For each guideline, comparisons were then performed between the 

crude and unassisted definitions of CIR using the Wilcoxon tests.  Similar analyses were then 

performed for the outcome of DIP, with McNemar’s test used to compare the crude and unassisted 

definitions. 

 

Continuous variables were summarized using medians and interquartile ranges (IQRs). All analyses 

were performed using IBM SPSS 22 (IBM Corp. Armonk, NY), with p<0.05 deemed to be indicative of 

statistical significance throughout.  

 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

Summary of CIR calculations in International Guidelines 
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Currently, 4 main guideline documents have set performance standards in colonoscopy of relevance 

to trainees.  The original JETS certification criteria require the attainment of an unassisted and 

unadjusted CIR of 90%.
2,14

  The UK quality standards recommendations, released in 2016,
15

 also base 

CIR calculations on an unadjusted rate.  More recently, the European Society of Gastrointestinal 

Endoscopy (ESGE) performance standards recommend a CIR of 90%.
16

  This was the first guideline to 

explicitly define the numerator and denominator for the CIR calculation by recommending the 

exclusion of emergency procedures, which tend to be associated with poor bowel preparation and 

incomplete colonoscopy.  Additionally, procedures whereby colonoscopy had reached therapeutic 

intent, eg, polypectomy in the transverse colon after a previously completed procedure, could be 

excluded from the calculation.  The American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) 

guideline makes allowances for inadequate bowel preparation or severe colitis,
17

 enabling the 

omission of procedures with failed completion from the CIR denominator, provided that there is 

supporting photodocumentation.  All societies stipulate a minimum standard CIR of 90%, with the 

non-training guidelines recommending an aspirational standard of 95%, particularly within the 

bowel cancer screening setting.  A summary of the guidelines and calculation methods is provided in 

Table 1. 

 

 

Literature Review 

 

The search strategy yielded 198 results (Supplementary Figure 1), of which 37 studies met eligibility 

criteria and were included in the systematic review (Table 2). 1,2,5,9,18-50
  From the studies identified, 

cecal intubation was verified using self-reported methods (N=21), direct observation (N=12) and 

photodocumentation (N=3).  Eighteen studies (49%) applied an adjusted CIR, with 3 studies 

excluding failed procedures from the denominator.  The main exclusion criteria comprised: previous 

colonic surgery (N=10), colitis (N=9); colonic obstruction, eg, stricture (N=9); emergency 

presentation, eg, lower gastrointestinal bleeding (N=9); inadequate bowel preparation (N=7); 

therapeutic intent, eg, planned polyp resection (N=7).  Unassisted CIR was clearly defined in 18 

studies (49%) and implied as unassisted (based on CIR results) in an additional 3 studies.  For the 

averaging method, the majority relied on the pooled rate (N=24, 65%), with 14 studies (39%) 

involving a study window of ≥6 months. 

 

 

Trainee Validation Cohort 

 

For each of the 733 trainees included in the analysis, outcomes of the 50 procedures after JAG 

certification were collated, giving a total of 36,650 procedures for analysis.  The trainee 

characteristics of this validation cohort, and reasons for failed cecal intubation, have been previously 

described.
2
  Because data were only recorded for N=50 procedures per trainee, we used this as the 

basis of all of the calculations of CIR, rather than the ≥100 consecutive procedures specified by the 

ESGE guideline.  As the validation cohort were effectively independent practitioners, performance 

was compared at trainee-level between the guidelines relevant to independent practitioners, ie, UK, 

ESGE, ASGE. 
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The UK guidelines made no exclusions, meaning that all 50 procedures were used to calculate the 

CIR for each trainee. For ESGE guidelines, emergency procedures (N=62, 0.2%) were excluded; there 

were no procedures without intent to reach the cecum in this cohort.  For the ASGE guidelines, a 

total of 674 (1.8%) procedures were excluded due to poor bowel preparation or severe colitis. 

 

 

CIR by guideline 

 

The UK and ESGE guidelines returned similar crude CIRs, with both having a median of 96% and IQR 

of 92-98% (post-hoc test p=1.000).  However, the larger number of procedures excluded by the 

ASGE guidelines resulted in a significantly higher CIR, with median of 98% (IQR: 96-100%, post-hoc 

test p<0.001 vs UK and ESGE; Table 3).  The data were then further interrogated, to identify 

differences between the guidelines on a trainee level (Figure 2).  The UK and ESGE guidelines 

returned identical crude CIRs for 97% (N=712) of trainees. The CIR was higher on the UK guideline in 

2% (N=17), with remainder (0.1%, N=4) being higher on the ESGE guideline.  When comparing the UK 

and ASGE guidelines, only 47% (N=341) trainees had identical crude CIRs.  No trainees had higher 

CIRs on the UK guideline, with 44% (N=321) of CIRs being up to 5 percentage points higher using the 

ASGE measurement, and 10% (N=71) differing by a greater margin.  The largest observed difference 

between these guidelines was 14 percentage points, in a trainee achieving a crude CIR of 84% 

(42/50) on the UK guideline, compared with 98% (42/43) on the ASGE guideline.  For this trainee, all 

7 incomplete procedures were attributed to inadequate bowel preparation. 

 

 

Impact of Adjusting for Physical Assistance (Unassisted CIR) 

 

Comparisons between the crude and unassisted definitions of CIR found the former to be 

significantly higher for all 3 guidelines, with medians of 96% vs. 94% (p<0.001) for both the UK and 

ESGE guidelines, and 98% versus 96% (p<0.001) for the ASGE guideline (Table 3).  Calculations using 

the unassisted definition resulted in 40% (N=293) having a lower CIR than if the crude definition had 

been used.  As a result, the proportion of endoscopists with DIP was higher when the unassisted 

definition was used for each guideline (all p<0.001), with a 2-fold to 3-fold increase in the proportion 

of patients failing to meet the minimum standard, relative to the crude CIR (Figure 3).   

 

 

Impact of Averaging Method 

 

None of the guidelines clearly reported the summary statistic that should be used for averaging the 

CIR across a cohort of endoscopists. There are 3 common statistics that could be used, namely a 

median, mean or pooled rate, the impact of which are summarized with examples in Supplementary 

Table 1.  Because the distribution of CIR is generally skewed (Figure 4), reporting a mean is likely to 

be influenced by outliers with low CIR in the “tail” of the distribution. If the number of procedures 

included in the calculation of CIR is the same for each endoscopist, then the pooled rate and mean 

will return identical results. However, if the definition of CIR only requires a minimum number of 
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procedures (eg, ≥100 in the ESGE definition), then those with a greater number of procedures will 

have a greater influence on the pooled rate. 

 

In our study, for the crude CIR by the UK guideline, both the mean and pooled rate approaches yield 

a CIR of 94.8%, because all trainees are contributing the same number of procedures (N=50). 

However, this is lower than the median value of 96%, on account of the skew in the distribution. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

In pursuit of quality in endoscopy, attention has turned toward the performance of individual 

endoscopists and the use of KPIs as a proxy measure.  This study demonstrates that significant 

heterogeneity exists in the calculation of the CIR KPI by reporting method, both within research 

studies but also within major international guidelines.  These have a subsequent impact on the 

interpretation of performance outcomes.  For instance, endoscopists considered competent when 

measured according to ASGE definitions may be categorized as an underperformer using 

UK/European definitions.  Differences arise not only due to adjusted versus unadjusted calculation 

methodology, but also according to how these adjustments are made.  The ESGE adjustment 

excludes procedures from the numerator and denominator, whereas the ASGE adjustment excludes 

failed procedures due to specific criteria, therefore only affecting the denominator.   

 

To ensure validity, KPIs must be conceptually representative of what they were designed to 

measure.  KPIs may serve as surrogates for both quality of patient care and quality of the 

performance of an individual endoscopist.  Although the measurement of colonoscopy completion 

(crude CIR) is relevant for patient care, in order to evaluate an endoscopist’s ability to achieve 

independent completion, the unassisted CIR is required to ensure validity.  From our systematic 

review, unassisted CIR was defined in 49% of trainee-inclusive studies, with the majority of studies 

(57%) deducing outcomes from self-reported measures involving electronic records.  Our study was 

centred on the JETS e-portfolio, which enables trainee extent, overall procedural extent and the 

need for physical assistance to be recorded, thereby enabling the measurement of both crude and 

unassisted CIR.  At present, not all ERS platforms have the capability of recording whether physical 

assistance has been provided to an independent endoscopist.
7
  An independent endoscopist 

requesting physical assistance to achieve cecal intubation would be marked on the ERS as achieving 

at least a cecal extent.  Consequently, upon interrogation of the ERS, the procedure would be 

interpreted as achieving cecal intubation, which could mask underperformance.  Training 

programmes basing certification-related decisions on KPIs should ensure that these are founded on 

unassisted rates, otherwise this risks measuring the performance of the assisting endoscopist.  This 

concept extends to other KPIs appraised by training programs such as the polyp/adenoma detection 

rate.  Thus, in the modern era in which increasing reliance is placed on ERS platforms to 

autogenerate KPI calculations and contribute to mandatory quality assurance audits, it is pivotal for 

these systems to capture specific roles within a procedure and whether physical assistance by 
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another endoscopist has been enlisted.  This is required to ensure validity of the KPI and for 

governance purposes, ie, recording the specific involvement of another endoscopist.   

 

The lack of a universal CIR calculation method is evident.  The ESGE working group reported that “no 

conclusions can be drawn about the best definition of complete colonoscopy examination because 

no evidence was found.” 
51

  Similar dilemmas may be generalisable to other KPIs such as the 

adenoma/polyp detection rate,
52

 where differences in calculation methods may also affect the 

outcome, eg, inclusion of colorectal cancer or sessile serrated lesions within the numerator; 

exclusion of colonoscopy scheduled for intended polypectomy, incomplete procedures, previous 

bowel resection, emergency cases or those with inadequate bowel preparation; and stratification by 

patient age and procedural indication.  Co-ordinated international efforts involving multisociety 

consensus-based processes are hence necessary to harmonise definitions and methods for CIR and 

other KPI calculations, including each variable featured within the KPI equation.  Furthermore, these 

guideline development groups should consider the unintended consequences of KPI measurements.  

Applying an unadjusted CIR threshold may lead to endoscopists attempting cecal intubation “at all 

costs,” eg, striving for completion despite poor quality bowel preparation, and a disinclination to 

perform colonoscopy in settings associated with higher risk of completion failure,
35

 which can be a 

disservice to patients.  Conversely, excluding procedures with poor/inadequate bowel preparation 

from CIR calculations may lead to incomplete procedures being falsely attributed to poor bowel 

preparation.  Indeed, manipulation of self-reported systems data, ie, gamification, is another 

potential issue.  Other examples of CIR gamification, and potential solutions to overcome this, 

include:  

 

1) Exaggeration of procedural extent, ie, indicating procedural completion when this has not been 

the case.  In response, the major societies now advocate the photodocumentation of 

completion landmarks, although this remains inconsistently practised.  The ASGE is the only 

society which includes photodocumentation within the CIR numerator. 

2) The inappropriate conversion of incomplete colonoscopy procedures to flexible 

sigmoidoscopy,
22,53

 which could artificially elevate CIR.  This is challenging to automate and 

requires manual audit. 

3) Self-maintained trainee portfolios risk selection bias, whereby failed procedures could be 

omitted to favour certification.  The UK National Endoscopy Database plans to mitigate this by 

autopopulating training procedures directly into the JETS e-portfolio.
11

 

 

Other limitations merit discussion.  This was a cohort of newly independent colonoscopists who 

were typically shielded from emergency cases or specific therapeutic indications, which may have 

led to a lack of a significant difference between UK and ESGE calculations.  Although it is recognized 

that CIR may be affected by a myriad of factors such as quality of training, type of endoscopy unit, 

endoscopist experience, sedation, and available technology, these were not reported within our 

validation study, as it was designed to investigate CIR measurement (ie, variables within the CIR 

formula) rather than CIR performance.  Next, the impact of varying study windows was not assessed.  

For trainee endoscopists, it has previously been demonstrated that progression, as measured using 

unassisted CIR, occurs in a near linear fashion over lifetime procedure count.
2,35

  Thus, for the 
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trainee cohort, measuring KPIs over blocks of 100 procedures, as per ESGE guidelines, may not be 

representative of current performance.  The JETS criteria calculate trainee-specific KPIs using data 

from the preceding 3-month study window, over which at least 15 procedures are required.  

Although this may be more feasible, this may lead to wider confidence intervals in the CIR.  As such, 

study windows adapted for the training setting may need to be separately defined in international 

guidelines.  Finally, possible data manipulation borne from performance monitoring, eg, verification 

of photodocumentation, was not possible within the functionality of the JETS e-portfolio.   

 

The advent of National Endoscopy Database initiatives are well placed to provide standardization of 

calculation measures,
54

 however, refinements to the CIR calculations may be required to account for 

physical assistance (+/-gaming) in order to provide validity to the concept of CIR.  For research and 

recommendations centred on KPI outcomes, greater transparency in the methodology of KPI 

calculations is required to ensure consistent reporting and interpretation.
55

   

 

In conclusion, we have shown that differences in KPI calculations impact on perceived endoscopist 

outcomes and their inferences of competence.  Using CIR as an example, we highlight in this study 

the need for standardized definitions and calculations of KPIs in endoscopy. 
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TABLES 

 

 

KPI 

Component 
JAG 

14
 UK 

15
 ESGE 

16
 ASGE 

17
 

Definition 

Rate of unassisted 

intubation to the 

cecum, terminal 

ileum or ileo-colonic 

anastomosis. 

Percentage of colonoscopies reaching and visualizing the whole 

cecum and landmarks 

Standard ≥90% 
Minimum: ≥90% 

Aspirational: ≥95% 

Numerator 
Cecal completion 

(unassisted) 
Cecal completion (ideally with photodocumentation) 

Denominator All colonoscopy procedures 

Exclusion None 

Emergency 

procedures, therapy 

without intention to 

reach cecum. 

Incomplete 

procedures due to 

poor bowel prep or 

severe colitis 

Time window Preceding 3 months Not stated 
≥100 consecutive 

procedures 
Not stated 

Averaging 

method 
Not stated – mean inferred 

 

Table 1:  Variation in cecal intubation rate calculations by international guideline. KPI: Key 

performance indicator; JAG: Joint Advisory Group on Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; ESGE: European 

Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; ASGE: American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. 
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Study Year Design 
Unassisted 

CIR 

Verification of 

cecal intubation 
Exclusion(s) Study Window Summary statistic 

Valori 
18

 2018 Prospective cohort N Self-reported Obstructing lesions 
Study period  

(1 year) 

Pooled rate; % achieving 

composite endpoint 

Siau 
2
 2018 Prospective cohort Y Self-reported None 10 procs 

Mean (moving average); 

median 

Tang 
19

 2018 RCT Y Direct observation 
Age <18 or >90 years, pregnancy, colonic resection, 

diverticulitis (<1 month), colonic obstruction, severe 

LGIB, referral for EMR, unsedated procedure 

Study period  

(3 months) 
Pooled rate 

El-Halabi 
20

 2018 
Retrospective 

observational 
N Self-reported 

Non-screening, nonsurveillance procedures, 

therapeutic intent, colonic resection, failed procedures 

due to inadequate prep 

Study period 

(9 months) 
Mean 

Singh 
21

 2017 
Retrospective 

observational 
N Self-reported None 

Study period  

(4 years) 
Pooled rate 

Beg 
22

 2017 
Retrospective 

observational 
N Self-reported None 

Study period 

(12 months) 
Range, % with CIR<90% 

Pace 
23

 2016 Retrospective cohort N Self-reported None 
Study period 

(6 months) 
Pooled rate 

McCarthy 
24

 2016 Retrospective cohort Y Self-reported None 50 procedures Mean 

Patwardhan 
25

 2016 
Prospective 

observational 
Y Self-reported None 

Study period  

(5 months) 
Pooled rate 

Klare 
26

 2015 Retrospective cohort N Self-reported 
Poor bowel preparation, “inappropriate 

investigations,” stenosis, therapeutic intention 
N/A N/A 

Hui 
27

 2015 RCT Y Self-reported 
Previous colorectal surgery, IBD colonic adenoma or 

CRC, pregnancy 

Study period (15 

months) 
Pooled rate 

Walsh 
28

 2015 
Prospective 

observational 
N N/A None 20 procedures Pooled rate 

Koch 
29

 2015 Prospective cohort Y (<20 mins) Direct observation 
Previous colonic resection, previous incomplete 

colonoscopy 
2 procedures Mean 

McClellan 
30

 2015 
Retrospective 

observational 
N Self-reported IBD, missing information on “cecal attainment” 

Study period  

(3 years) 
Pooled rate 
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Williams 
31

 2015 
Retrospective 

observational 
N Self-reported 

Emergency or non-screening procedures, <50 yrs, 

failed procedures due to inadequate bowel 

preparation 

6 months Pooled rate 

Kim 
32

 2014 Randomized study Y (<20 mins) Photodocumentation 
Emergency, colonic obstruction, intended therapeutic 

colonoscopy, history of abdominopelvic surgery, IBD 

surveillance 

30 procedures Pooled rate 

McIntosh 
33

 2014 RCT Y Direct observation None 5 procedures Pooled rate 

Nemoto 
34

 2014 
Prospective 

observational 
N Direct observation None 

Study period   

(15 months) 
Pooled rate / Mean 

Ward 
1
 2014 

Prospective 

observational 
Y Self-reported None 20 procedures Mean (moving average) 

Park 
35

 2013 
Prospective 

observational 
Y (<15 mins) Photodocumentation 

Emergency, intended therapeutic colonoscopy, colonic 

obstruction, colorectal surgery 
50 procedures Pooled rate 

Koch 
9
 2012 Prospective cohort Y Self-reported None 20 procedures N/A 

Luo 
36

 2012 RCT N Direct observation 

Previous colonoscopy, colorectal surgery, known 

stricture/tumour, severe colitis, ischaemic colitis, 

acute lower GI bleeding 

Study period (10 

months) 
Pooled rate 

Manta 
37

 2012 Randomized study N Direct observation 

Age <18 and >90 years, pregnancy, previous colorectal 

surgery, obstructing tumour, extrinsic colon 

compressions not allowing colonoscope transit 

Study period  

(1 year) 
Pooled rate / Mean 

Selvasekar 
38

 2012 
Prospective, 

observational 

Y (implied) 

<35 mins 
Self-reported Cancer surveillance, IBD, gastrointestinal haemorrhage 

Undefined 

moving average 

Pooled rate, % achieving 

outcome  

Portocarrero 
39

 2012 
Prospective 

observational 
Y (implied) Direct observation None 17 patients N/A (N=1) 

Park 
40

 2012 Randomized study Y Direct observation 
Colonic resection, fulminant colitis, severe LGIB, 

poor/inadequate bowel preparation 
10 procedures Pooled rate 

Van Putten 
41

 2012 
Prospective 

observational 
Y Self-reported None 100 procedures Median 

Kaltenbach 
42

 2011 Prospective cohort Y (implied) Direct observation None 
Study period  

(6 weeks) 
Pooled rate 

Spier 
43

 2010 
Prospective 

observational 
Y Self-reported None 

Study period  

(2 months) 
Pooled rate 
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Tee 
44

 2010 RCT Y Direct observation 
Colonic resection, pregnancy, severe colitis, ischaemic 

colitis, referral for EMR, LGIB 
200 procedures Pooled rate 

Koornstra 
45

 2009 
Prospective 

observational 
Y Direct observation None 25 procedures Mean (moving average) 

Leung 
46

 2008 
Retrospective 

observational 
N N/A Inadequate bowel preparation, obstructing lesion 

Study period 

(34 months) 
Pooled rate 

Kondo 
47

 2007 RCT Y (<15 mins) Direct observation None - N/A 

Aslinia 
48

 2006 Retrospective cohort N Self-reporting 

Unadjusted CIR: None; Adjusted CIR: Poor prep or 

severe colitis; Circumstance adjusted CIR: Decision not 

to attempt cecal intubation, e.g. therapeutic intent 

Study period  

(6 years) 
Pooled rate 

Bowles 
49

 2004 
Prospective 

observational 
N Self-reported None 

Study period  

(4 months) 
Pooled rate 

Cotton 
5
 2003 Observational N Self-reported None 

Study period  

(5 years) 
Median 

Thomas-Gibson 
50

 2002 
Prospective 

observational 
Y 

Self-reported + 

adjustment for 

photodocumentation 

Failed completion due to strictures or inadequate 

bowel preparation 

Study period  

(2 months) 
Pooled rate 

 

 

Table 2: Summary of trainee-enrolled studies evaluating the outcome of cecal intubation rate (CIR).  LGIB: lower gastrointestinal bleeding, EMR: Endoscopic mucosal 

resection, IBD: Inflammatory bowel disease, CRC: Colorectal carcinoma, N/A: data not available. 
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Guideline p-value 

(by 

guideline) 
 

UK ESGE ASGE 

Excluded 

Procedures 
- 62 (0.2%) 674 (1.8%) - 

Crude CIR 96% (92% - 98%) 96% (92% - 98%) 98% (96% - 100%) <0.001 

Unassisted CIR 94% (90% - 96%) 94% (90% - 96%) 96% (92% - 98%) <0.001 

P value 

(crude vs 

unassisted) 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 - 

 

Table 3:  Variation in cecal intubation rates (CIR) international guideline.  Data are reported as N (%), 

or as median (IQR), as applicable. p-values for comparisons between guidelines are from the 

Friedman tests, and comparisons between crude and unassisted CIR are from the Wilcoxon test, with 

bold values significant at p<0.05. ESGE: European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; ASGE: 

American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. 
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FIGURES 

 

 

Figure 1: Generic formula for key performance indicator calculations, with cecal intubation rate (CIR) 

as an example.  ESGE: European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; ASGE: American Society for 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Paired differences in crude cecal intubation rate (CIR) between guidelines. Unlabelled bars 

each consist of <3% of the cohort; ESGE: European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; ASGE: 

American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; pp: percentage point 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  Variation in the percentage of endoscopists with drop in performance (DIP) according to 

UK, European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and American Society for 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) calculation methods.  Drop in performance (DIP) was defined by a 

CIR of <90%. Comparisons between the crude and unassisted CIR definitions were performed using 

the McNemar test, and were significant for all 3 guidelines (all p<0.001) 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  Histogram of crude cecal intubation rate (CIR) based on the UK guideline. 
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Trainee 

A B C D E 

Procedures with caecal 

intubation 30 90 92 47 498 

Total number of procedures 50 100 100 50 500 

CIR 60% 90% 92% 94% 100% 

Pooled Rate 757 / 800 = 95% 

Mean (0.60 + 0.90 + 0.92 + 0.94 + 1.00) / 5 = 87% 

Median Trainee C = 92% 

 

Supplementary Table 1: Comparison of the impact of averaging methods (summary statistic) on 

cecal intubation rate (CIR).  An example, based on invented data, highlighting the impact of outliers 

on the different averaging methods.  Note that the pooled rate is unduly influenced by Trainee E due 

to the large number of procedures, whereas the mean is unduly influenced by the low CIR of Trainee 

A. 
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ACRONYMS 

 

ASGE: American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy 

 

CIR: caecal intubation rate 

 

DIP: Drop in performance 

 

ERS: Endoscopy Reporting Systems 

 

ESGE: European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy 

 

JAG: Joint Advisory Group on Gastrointestinal Endoscopy 

 

JETS: JAG Endoscopy Training System 

 

KPI: Key performance indicator 

 

PCC: Provisional colonoscopy certification 

 

PRISMA: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses 

 

UK: United Kingdom 


